Iraq Memory Foundation and the Hoover Institution
Access Criteria and Use Agreement

 Raqwuom Qewiqal Iraqualal Quswom
Qewiqal Qewiqalal Lumaghalal Qimisallal Uqala Qewiqal

1. Material from the Iraq Memory Foundation Collection (consisting of Hizb al-Ba’th al-’Arabī
al-Ishtirākī records and Iraq Memory Foundation issuances) housed at the Hoover Institution
Library and Archives (IMF Collection) may not be photocopied, photographed, scanned,
downloaded to electronic or digital storage devices, or duplicated in any manner; notes may be made.

2. Quotations from the IMF Collection may be protected by copyright law. The Hoover Institution,
Stanford University, does not hold copyright to any of the materials in the collection; it is the
researchers’ responsibility, when necessary, to obtain copyright permission. The Hoover
Institution is not responsible for any misuse by researchers of quotations obtained from the IMF
Collection.

3. Researchers may not publish, in print, electronic, or digital format or over the Internet, any book,
article, manuscript, commentary, blog entry, or other written material that cites the actual names of
persons found in the IMF Collection—with the exception the names of individuals identified in
the Dujail Tribunals (October 19, 2005–November 5, 2006). Pseudonyms and allegories that
protect the privacy and identity of private citizens may be created and used.
4. Researchers will not grant interviews or make video or audio reports (including podcasts) or commentary for public use in print media or over the Internet that uses or quotes from the IMF Collection without prior written permission from Mr. Kanan Makiya of the Iraq Memory Foundation.

5. Violation of the terms of this agreement or of any of the policies of the Hoover Institution or of Stanford University may result in forfeiture of the privilege to access and to use any materials at the Hoover Institution Library and Archives.

By signing this agreement, I agree to abide by the agreement’s conditions and to indemnify and hold harmless the Iraq Memory Foundation, the Hoover Institution, Stanford University, and their principals, staff, and agents from any damages that may result from access to and use of the IMF Collection.

__________________________
Signature

__________________________
Name (print)

__________________________
Date
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